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When Winter Robeson 

Came  

by Brenda Woods  

In August 1965, twelve-

year-old Eden's older 

cousin from Mississippi 

comes to visit her in Los 

Angeles, and while the 

Watts Riots erupt around 

them, they continue their 

investigation of the disap-

pearance of Winter's fa-

ther ten years ago. 

Operation Do-over  

by Gordon Korman  

Mason and Ty were once 

the very best of friends, like 

two nerdy sides of the same 

coin . . until seventh grade, 

when Ava Petrakis came 

along. Now Mason can trace 

everything bad in his life to 

that terrible fight they had 

over the new girl. The one 

thing he'd give anything for 

is a do-over. But that can't 

happen in real life--can it? 
Each of Us a Universe  

by Jeanne Zulick Ferruolo 

Twelve-year-old Cal and 

her new classmate Rosine, 

an immigrant from the 

Central Africa, go on an 

adventure to the top of Mt. 

Meteorite where they 

learn about each other, 

themselves, and the mag-

ic friendship can bring. Hide and Geek  

by T.P. Jagger  

Eleven-year-old Gina Sparks, 

aspiring journalist, and her 

fellow GEEKs, Edgar, Elena, 

and Kevin, live in Elmwood, a 

small town in serious danger 

of vanishing completely. Un-

less the friends can find the 

Van Houten fortune, which 

was supposedly promised to 

the town by Maxine Van 

Houten, a famous toymaker 

who loved complicated puz-

zles. 



Maizy Chen’s Last Chance  

by Lisa Yee  

Eleven-year-old Maizy Chen 

visits her estranged grandpar-

ents, who own and run a Chi-

nese restaurant in Last 

Chance, Minnesota; as her 

visit lengthens, she makes 

unexpected discoveries about 

her family's history and her-

self. 

Cameron Battle and the 

Hidden Kingdoms 

by Jamar J. Perry 

Cameron Battle grew up 

reading The Book of 

Chidani. Passed down 

over generations, the 

Book is Cameron's only 

connection to his parents 

who disappeared two 

years ago. When opened, 

it transports him to 

Chidani. Instead of a land 

of beauty and wonder, 

they find a kingdom in 

extreme danger, and 

Cameron be the only one 

who can save it.  

The Stolen Slippers 

by Melissa De la Cruz  

Filomena Jefferson-Cho and 

her friends are once again 

in Never After, to help 

Gretel fulfill a promise to 

her father to recover the 

glass slipper, which was 

stolen by Cinderella, who is 

determined to become 

Princess of Eastphalia. 

The Witch, the Sword, and the Cursed Knights by Alex-

andria Rogers               

Much to their initial dismay, a twelve-year-old boy and 

girl discover they are destined to become knights of King 

Arthur's legendary Round Table, but first they must find 

and reforge Excalibur and break a curse that has weak-

ened the magic of the Twenty-Five and a Half Realms. 

Shuri: Symbiosis by Nic Stone             

The royal palace of Wakanda is one of the most 

secure facilities on this planet. So the anxiety 

Shuri feels when she's jolted out of sleep by the 

queen mother with the news that someone 

attempted to break into the palace and suc-

ceeded is significant. The search for this inter-

loper, a mysterious "symbiote" will lead Shuri to 

the Jabari Lands. 

Anybody Here Seen Frenchie? by Leslie Connor               

Eleven-year-old Aurora Petrequin's best friend, French-

ie Livernois doesn't talk. When Frenchie, who is autistic, 

silently chose Aurora as his person back in third grade, 

she chose him back. They make a good team, sharing 

their love of the natural world in coastal Maine. At 

school, Aurora looks out for Frenchie. One morning, 

Frenchie doesn't make it to his classroom. The entire 

town begins to search, and everyone wonders: how is it 

possible that nobody has seen Frenchie? 

Ellen Outside the Lines  

by A.J. Sass 

Ellen, an autistic thirteen-

year-old, navigates a new 

city, shifting friendships, a 

growing crush, and her 

queer and Jewish iden-

tities while on a class 

trip to Barcelona, Spain. 

Those Kids From Fawn 

Creek 

by Erin Entrada Kelly  

The twelve kids in the sev-

enth grade at Fawn Creek 

K-12 have been together 

all their lives so when 

graceful Orchid Mason 

arrives, with exotic 

clothes and glorious hair, 

the other seventh graders 

do not know what to 

think. 

Winnie Zeng Unleashes a Legend  

by Katie Zhao  

Armed with her fledgling powers, a magic cook-

book, and the mentorship of a talking rabbit, 

sixth-grader Winnie Zeng must embrace her her-

itage and the powers of her ancestors to save 

her town from an evil spirit of Chinese legend. 

Wishing Upon the Same 

Stars  

by Jacquetta Nammar Feld-

man  

Twelve-year-old Yasmeen 

Khoury is unhappy that her 

family has moved from De-

troit to San Antonio, Texas, 

leaving her friends and Arab 

Christian community behind; 

from the very first day at 

school Yasmeen feels com-

pletely isolated and out of 

place, but she slowly makes 

friends with Carlos, and her 

neighbor Ayelet Cohen. 

More than anything 

Yasmeen just wants to be 

American but it seems like 

she cannot escape the ethnic 

tensions that swirl around 

her. 

A Comb of Wishes by   

Lisa Stringfellow 

Kela is still mourning her 

mother when she finds a 

magic mermaid's comb 

on her Caribbean island. 

Touching it opens a con-

nection to a mermaid 

who can grant her wish, 

but all wishes have con-

sequences...  


